
UltraSPARC-III : An indepth studySanjeev Dwivedi and Anandha GopalanAbstratThis paper does an indepth study of the UltraSPARC-III proessor from Sun. The UltraSPARC-III is the third proessor from Sun to implement the 64-bit SPARC V9 ompliant arhiteture. Thisproessor an issue up to four instrutions per yle and an reah lok rates of greater than 1-Ghz.The performane is improved over the earlier versions of UltraSPARC by saling both bandwidth(ILP) and lateny. The design permits high salability to build systems onsisting of thousandsof UltraSPARC-III proessors. UltraSPARC-III maintains binary ompatibility with all existingSPARC appliations and the Solaris operating system. This paper also talks about the Visual In-strution Set, whih is an extension to the instrution set of SPARC V9.Keywords - Miroproessors, Computer arhiteture, pipelining, integrated iruits, ahe.1 IntrodutionThe UltraSPARC-III proessor from Sun is the third proessor to implement the 64-bit SPARC V9ompliant arhiteture, [1, 2, 3℄ it is the newest in the UltraSPARC generation of proessors. The de-sign goals were based on three important fators : salability, ompatibility and performane. Figure 1shows the omparison between the three generations of SPARC proessors.

Figure 1: Comparisons of designs of three generations of SPARC proessorsThe design permits high salability of to build systems onsisting of thousands of UltraSPARC-III pro-essors. The on-hip memory system and the bus interfae were designed to be able to handle systemsbuilt using one to thousands of UltraSPARC-III proessors. There are more than 10,000 third-partyappliations available for SPARC proessors, hene binary level ompatibility is an essential goal ofany new SPARC proessor. The goal was to try and improve appliation performane without havingto reompile the appliation. This improvement in performane must be appliation independent - itmust apply to all appliations and not to only those whih are a good math for the arhiteture. Also,this design ensures ompatibility with all existing SPARC appliations and the Solaris operating system.1



High performane was ahieved using a multiprong approah. Reent researh foussed on design-ing ways to extrat more instrution-level parallelism from programs. The disadvantage was that thespeedup varies greatly aross di�erent programs. The reason for this was that ILP tehniques variedgreatly between programs, as many programs use algorithms whose data dependeny fores the instru-tions to be exeuted serially. This led to the belief that saling bandwidth (ILP) alone annot improveperformane for all programs. The fous was then to sale both bandwidth and exeution lateny, (i:e)to inrease the bandwidth and redue the exeution lateny. Compared to the previous generation, thelok rate is inreased by 150%, and the instrution parallelism is improved by 15% [2℄. Test and debugapabilities are also inluded in UltraSPARC-III whih has an IEEE ompliant 1149.1 test aess port(TAP) and ontroller [7℄.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Setion II gives a detailed desription about the arhitetureof the proessor. Setion III talks about the Visual Instrution Set, an extension to the SPARC V9instrution set, whih provides instrutions that greatly enhane the multimedia and image proessingapabilities of the SPARC proessors, and Setion IV talks about the test and debug apabilities builtinto UltraSPARC-III. Setion V onludes the paper.2 ArhitetureThe UltraSPARC-III has a deep pipeline, whih has 14 stages in it. Table 1 shows the details of thepipeline and the funtions of the various stages. The number of stages are the highest in any UltraSPARCproessor so far. The instrution feth stage spans the stages A through J and the instrution exeutionstage uses stages R through D. The data ahe unit exeutes in parallel with stages E, C, M, W and Xas shown in �gure 2.Stage FuntionA Generate instrution feth addresses, generate predeodedinstrution bits on ahe fillP Feth first yle of instrutions from ahe; aess first yleof branh preditionF Feth seond yle of instrutions from ahe; aess seondyle of branh predition; translate virtual-to-physial addressB Calulate branh target addresses; deode first yle of instrutionsI Deode seond yle of instrutions; enqueue instrutions into the queueJ Steer instrutions to exeution unitsR Read integer register file operands; hek operand dependeniesE Exeute integers for arithmeti, logial, and shift instrutions;read, and hek dependeny of, first yle of data ahe aessfloating-point register fileC Aess seond yle of data ahe, and forward load data for wordand double-word loads; exeute first yle of floating-point instrutionsM Load data alignment for half-word and byte loads; exeute seondyle of floating-point instrutionsW Write speulative integer register file; exeute third yle offloating-point instrutionsX Extend integer pipeline for preise floating-point traps; exeutefourth yle of floating-point instrutionsT Report trapsD Write arhitetural register fileTable 1 : UltraSPARC-III Pipeline stages and their funtionalities2



Figure 2: The 14-stage pipeline of UltraSPARC-IIIOne problem that an our with a deep pipeline is that the ost of a branh mispredition is very highas we have to ush the whole pipeline and start fething from stage A again. This means that we inur apenalty of eight yles (A through E stage). This is indeed a heavy penalty to pay, the design has takenthis into onsideration and there is an implementation of a miss queue, whih has all the instrutionsthat were fethed during the predit taken phase, but was on the other path. These instrutions willbe immediately available to start the I stage. This will be dealt in more detail when we talk about theinstrution issue unit.There are six major funtional units : instrution issue unit (IIU), oating point unit (FPU), integerexeution unit (IEU), data ahe unit (DCU), external interfae unit (EIU), and system interfae unit(SIU). These are explained in muh greater detail below:2.1 Instrution Issue UnitThis unit is responsible to �ll the pipeline with instrutions. It predits the ontrol ow of the programand fethes the predited path from memory. The design deision was to keep UltraSPARC-III a statispeulative mahine instead of a dynami speulative one. The reason behind this was that dynamispeulative mahines need a very high bandwidths to feth enough instrutions to �ll the pipeline and�nd instrution-level parallelism. In a stati speulation mahine, we an make the instrution fethunit muh simpler as we put fewer requirements on it. The fethed instrutions are staged in a queuebefore being forwarded to the two exeution units. The IIU inludes a 32-Kbyte, four-way assoiativeinstrution ahe, the instrution address translation bu�er, and a 16-K entry branh preditor. Figure3 shows the di�erent bloks of the IIU.Address feth happens in stage A. Also, during this stage there is a 32-byte bu�er that supports se-quential prefething into the instrution ahe. This is very useful, as when we have a ahe miss, werequest 32 bytes, but instead of requesting 32 bytes as needed by the ahe, the proessor requests that64 bytes be brought in. The �rst 32 bytes are �lled into the instrution ahe and the next 32 bytesare stored in the bu�er. The ahe an use the bu�er to get the next instrution if the next sequentialahe line is also a miss. 3



Figure 3: Instrution issue unit (IIU) blok diagramThe branh preditor used here is a 16-K 2 bit up/down saturating ounter, Gshare preditor. This isa very very large preditor, whih has a lot of entries, whih means more overhead to aess the entries.While this might give us better predition, we might inur more lateny while trying to get the valuesout of the preditor, but the tradeo� pays o� as a better preditor with a little extra lateny is muhbetter ompared to a preditor that does not do a good job of predition, as the branh mispreditionpenalties are quite large. The sheme o�sets the history bits suh that the three lower-order index bitsthat index into the preditor use information from the PC only.As mentioned earlier, with a very high pipeline depth, branh mispreditions an be very ostly. Theyan have as muh as a 8 yle penalty. The problem is taken are of by bu�ering the instrutions.There are two instrution bu�ering queues in the UltraSPARC-III; the instrution queue and the missqueue. The feth unit predits the path of exeution and keeps �lling up the instrution queue until it'sfull. The four-entry miss queue ontains the sequential instrutions whih would be exeuted in asethe branh is not taken. In the event of a branh mispredition, there are instrutions already presentin the miss queue, and an be sent to the exeution units for proessing.2.2 Integer Exeution UnitThis unit is responsible for exeuting all integer data type instrutions namely arithmetial alulations,logial alulations, shifts, loads, stores, and branhes. Four independent data paths enable upto fourinteger instrutions to be exeuted per yle. The instrution mix that is allowed for these four in-strutions is: 2 arithmeti operations, 1 memory operation (load/store) and 1 ontrol transfer operation(branh).2.2.1 Combined Working and Arhitetural Register FileUltraSPARC-III has a working and arhitetural register �le (WARF). This an be regarded as twoseparate register �les. The Working Register File (WRF) onsists of 32 64-bit registers, eah with threewrite ports, seven read ports and a 1984-bit write port to transfer data from the Arhitetural RegisterFile (ARF). The 160 entry ARF has three write ports and a 1984-bit read port to transfer data to theWRF. The ARF has only 156 physial registers, sine the GLOBAL0 register GO, of the WRF is always0. Sixty-four of the 156 ARF registers are eight register windows, eah exlusively for the eight loalregisters. Another 64 registers, are eight sets, eah shared between the 16 IN/OUT registers.4



The proessor aess the working register �le to get the integer operands needed for exeution. The �leis also written to as soon as results from the exeution are known. If an exeption ours, the writtenresults must be undone. This an be aomplished using the arhitetural register �le. Results are notwritten to the arhitetural register �le until the end of the pipeline, by whih time all exeptions havebeen resolved. We an opy the arhitetural register �le bak into the working register �le, one wehave handled the exeption. This gives us a fast, lean way to repair the pipeline state when exeptionsdo our.The WARF lets us remove the result bypass buses from most of the integer exeution pipeline stages.Without bypass buses, we ould shorten the integer data path and narrow the bypass multiplexing, bothof whih ontribute to a short yle time.2.3 Data Cahe Unit (on-hip memory system)This unit omprises of the on-hip ahes, namely the level-one (L1) ahe. There are three �rst-levelon-hip data ahes: data - 64-Kbyte, four-way assoiative, 32-byte line; prefeth - 2-Kbyte, four-wayassoiative, 64-byte line; and write - 2-Kbyte, four-way assoiative, 64-byte line.The major philosophy in designing the on-hip memory system was: ahieve uniform performane sal-ing by saling both bandwidth and lateny. The reason for saling both bandwidth and lateny wasthat some programs, due to inherent sequential dependene of data, do not have very good ILP andhene, just saling bandwidth would not help.Memory saling issues are three prong: reduing average lateny, reduing main memory lateny, andsaling on-hip bandwidth.2.3.1 Memory latenyThis is ahieved by using a �rst-level sum-addressed memory data ahe [6℄. Mixing the memory addressadder with the word line deoder for the data ahe largely eliminates the address adder's lateny. Thisgives us a linear memory lateny improvement.2.3.2 Main memory latenyFor programs whih are dominated by main memory lateny, two tehniques are used: a prefeth athand an on-hip memory ontroller. The prefeth ahe is a 2-Kbyte SRAM organized of 32 entries of64 bytes and using four-way assoiativity with an LRU replaement poliy. Data is prefethed into theprefeth ahe utilizing 100% of the available main memory bandwidth. When a proess needs data, itan just feth it from the prefeth ahe instead of going o�-hip to main memory, whih is expensivein terms of CPU yles.2.3.3 On-hip bandwidthThis is solved using two tehniques: wave-pipelined SRAM and a write ahe for store traÆ.2.4 Floating Point UnitThis unit ontains the data paths and the ontrol logi to exeute all instrutions relating to oatingpoints, and partitioned �xed-point data type instrutions (graphis). At any given time, three data pathsan onurrently exeute oating point or graphi instrutions, one eah per yle from the followinglasses: Divide/multiply, Add/subtrat/ompare, An independent division data path.5



2.5 External Memory UnitThis unit is responsible for the o�-hip memory systems, like the level-two ahe (L2) built with o�-hipsynhronous RAMs (SRAMs), and the main memory system built with o�-hip synhronous DRAMs(SDRAMs). The L2 ahe ontroller inludes a 90-Kbyte on-hip tar RAM to support L2 ahe sizes upto 8Mbytes. The main memory ontroller an support up to four banks of SDRAM memory totalling4Gbytes of storage.The L2 ahe ontroller aesses o�-hip L2 ahe SRAMs with a 12-yle lateny to supply a 32-byteahe line to the L1-ahe. A 256-bit wide data bus between the o�-hip SRAMs and the miroproessordelivers the full 32 bytes of data needed for an L1 miss in a single SRAM yle. The lateny to mainmemory is further redued by plaing the tags for the L2 ahe on-hip. This provides an additionaladvantage, as future designs an use these on-hip tages to build assoiative L2 ahes without a latenypenalty.3 Visual Instrution SetGraphis funtionality is more and more in demand in today's workstations, with appliations suh asvideo onferening, animation, live viewing of events et. beoming part of everyday life. One of theways to provide suh high funtionality was to add additional hardware to the existing hardware, likea graphis ard. This an impat system performane, due to the addition of extra hardware, also theadditional hardware has to be ompatible with the existing hardware. Another solution is to add extrafuntionality to the existing instrution set arhiteture to take are of the additional requirements, thisremoves the need for extra hardware and also results in better overall system performane.Visual Instrution Set (VIS) is a RISC-like extension to the SPARC V9 instrution set that providesinstrutions that enhane the graphi and image proessing apabilities of the SPARC proessors [4℄.There is no need to perform memory mapped I/O or to aess I/O devies in order to perform multi-media funtions.The implementation of VIS diretly on UltraSPARC, oupled with the highly optimized memory systemalready developed for general purpose omputing, allows UltraSPARC to support: Video onferening,MPEG-2 deoding with full broadast quality (720x480 pixels, 30 frames/se), 3D visualization andstripped down systems where the CPU does all required graphis manipulation.Most operations in VIS at on 4 pixel omponents in parallel. This oupled with UltraSPARC supersalarapabilities results in very high rates of parallel proessing. [5℄ showed that using these features, MPEGdeoding at 720x480x30 resolution ould be done entirely in software, whih was onsidered very diÆultat that time due to unavailability of resoures.3.1 Data TypesThe data types de�ned in VIS are pixels and �xed data. Pixels onsist of four 8-bit unsigned integersontained in a 32-bit word, these are typially used for video images. Fixed data onsists of either four16-bit �xed point omponents, or two 32-bit �xed point omponents both ontained in a 64-bit word.These data types are used for intermediate results during image proessing, when additional preisionor dynami range is required. Also, 16-bit �xed point omponents an be used for very high qualityimaging, like in some medial proessing or in olor prepress. Some instrutions also use �xed data witheight 8-bit omponents.
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3.2 Register SetThe instrution operands are ontained in either the urrent set of 32 64-bit registers in the integerregister �le or the set of 32 64-bit registers in the oating point register �le. Instrution operands in theoating point register �le an refer to single or double-preision registers. Pixels are typially ontainedin single-preision registers. In addition to the two register �les, VIS instrutions use the GraphisStatus Register (GSR). GSR is used for onversion between formats and for memory alignment.3.3 InstrutionsThe VIS instrutions are lassi�ed into onversion instrutions, arithmeti/logial instrutions, addressmanipulation instrutions, memory aess instrutions, and a motion estimation instrution.3.4 Some AppliationsSome sample appliations of VIS are desribed in [4℄. The appliations that were onsidered were notvery large, but were hosen just to illustrate the uses of VIS, and how it an help signi�antly improvethe graphis apability of the existing proessor. The appliations onsidered were: Image omposition,Changing pixel representation, Sliing 3-D images and Blok opy.3.5 Hardware ImplementationThe graphis funtional units aptly supplement the datapaths and ontrol setions already needed toimplement the oating-point unit (FPU), in UltraSPARC. The main funtional units are explained inbrief below.3.5.1 Graphis AdderThe graphis adder is organized as 4 independent 16-bit adders. These do not propagate arries betweenthem, and do not generate overows.3.5.2 Graphis MultiplierThe graphis multiplier onsists of four 8x16 multipliers. The pipelining of the multipliers approximatelyorresponds to the one for the oating-point unit.3.5.3 Pixel DistaneOne of the important design requirements was for the PDIST instrution to be able to alulate bak-to-bak distanes (the PDIST instrution is used for motion estimation, whih is very important forvideo ompression algorithms like MPEG-2 or H.261).4 Test and DebugTest and Debug apabilities in a proessor are very important in making sure that the proessor meetsthe quality goals. It is neessary to have a versatile and omprehensive test and debug methadology.The main test and debug features of UltraSPARC-III were implemented suh as to provide eonomialtesting during test, debug and manufaturing phases of the hip.The major standard that is used for testing and debugging is IEEE Std. 1149.1. This was used to reatenew features and make enhanements with respet to previous UltraSPARC proessors to improve thetest and debug features on UltraSPARC-III. Some of the additions, were however, spei�ally requestedby produt, system and manufaturing groups. Some of the new features that were added are: on-line7



debug, aess to hip identi�ation registers, dealing with more omplex I/Os.4.1 Test featuresThe publi instrutions and some of the private instrutions were implemented. A total of 85 instrutionswith additional logi in the hip ore and I/Os provided ontrol for key features suh as internal sah,lok, I/O test and hareterization. The support of publi and private instrutions had to be heavilyustomized, while being IEEE Std. 1149.1 ompliant. The reason for this was the design of veryhigh speed I/Os in UltraSPARC-III. Pubi instrutions are mainly used for devie identi�ation andiruit board testing. Private instrutions are primarily used to gain aess to features used to aidin manufaturing based testing, failure analysis and debugging. All test features of the proessor arearried out through the test aess port.4.2 Debug featuresOne of the most important features in debugging is the ability to set breakpoints. UltraSPARC-III hasthe feature of setting wathpoints, and they an be taken on both virtual as well as a physial addressand are fully ontrollable via software. Another debug feature is lok ontrol. This mehanism allowsfor the preise stopping of the internal lok, using one of the three methods: san, a logi analyzer, orusing wathpoints. We an now use one of the tehniques to probe into the proessor and wath out forany potential problems.4.2.1 On-line DebugThis is a very powerful tehnique for debugging. This allows read and write ontrol to some of theinternal states of the proessor while the system is still operating. Using several ustomised instru-tions, referred to as Shadow and Mask, this is aompolished. These instrutions are part of the RAS(Reliability, Availability, Servieability) features of the proessor and are mainly used for system debug.The speed of operation is up to 10Mhz.The system groups wanted some visibility into the proessor while the system was operating, thisinluded the Program Counter (PC) and some other important arhitetural registers. These registerswere hosen as they would provide the best insight into the proessor during system debug phase. Maskand Shadow hain tehniques are used for implementing this. Mask hains are simple san hains thatare used to ontrol the logging of data that is eventually aessible through the shadow hain. This isvery useful as the mask hain an log the errors and they an be viewed later by the Shadow san hain.Shadow/Mask ombination an suessfully detet bus protool violations.5 ConlusionThe UltraSPARC-III proessor is a high performane supersalar proessor apable of issuing fourinstrutions per yle. It has a deep pipeline (14 stages), whih helps in improving the performane,but an be very expensive during mispreditions. This is taken are of by having a miss queue whihontains the sequential instrutions, and these an be used for immediate proessing. The performaneis also improved by saling both the instrution bandwidth and the lateny. All these improvements,lead to a signi�ant inrease in the lok speed over the earlier generation of UltraSPARC proessors,with UltraSPARC-III reahing a lok speed of 1Ghz. UltraSPARC-III also has enhaned test anddebug apabilities, whih proved to be very useful in keeping the osts down during the design andmanufaturing phases of the proessor.
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